
























Lou
Sticky Note
SAUDI ARABIA TO BE THE NEW NORTH POLE.Mira in Cetus to be the new north pointerA laying down of around 5,000 nautical miles

Lou
Sticky Note
the EQUATORIAL WANDERING, the "dance" of Isaiah

Lou
Sticky Note
yes, both a stone age and an ice age - of 73 years said Nostradamus

Lou
Sticky Note
yes, Antarctica returns to the Equator



Lou
Sticky Note
Mu is still extant and current.See Atlan, dero & Lemurius by Richard S Shaver

Lou
Sticky Note
the Exception in this final instance of the Crossing is that our planet is physically being moved out to sit between Mars and Jupiter (Nostradamus) and it is THIS which is the Ascensionas seen in the Hopi Prophecy Rock

Lou
Sticky Note
yes, the poles move a quarter of the Earths diameter, about 5000 nautical miles



Lou
Sticky Note
caused by the Planets of CrossingThe Passing Overof the Nemesis solar system





Lou
Sticky Note
JNO COOK (r.i.p) in his SATURN COSMOLOGY sits in the Bibliography found within the Hidden Texts of Nostradamus. To study.





Lou
Sticky Note
BEING AROUND 5,800bc (GIVE OR TAKE A CENTURY) SINCE WE ARE REALLY IN i343 AT 2019 - usually referred to as "around 7000 years ago" which explains the wettest Peru back then

Lou
Sticky Note
"more than legend" because the CIA found it in 1991 to remove evidence it had been a laboratory for the "storing of the seeds of all living things" (Clay Tablet #10 of  Endubsar)



Lou
Sticky Note
ANSWER: (the real answer) is the passing mini solar system of Nemesis with its seven fixed planets, plus a couple that are mobile





Lou
Sticky Note
about 11,500 years ago (the Younger Dryass) the age of Leo Rising

Lou
Sticky Note
same dating for the loss of the continent of AtlantisLeMuria is underground and is extant to day



Lou
Sticky Note
well! THAT is interesting! That puts Antarctica at the Equator. Which then tells us that all of those "scientists" that told Linda Moulton Howe to tell us all that Antarctica is "millions of years under ice" WERE KNOWINGLY  LYING

Lou
Sticky Note
this would be the Elephantine Island Nile river water clock

Lou
Sticky Note
so, NOT  a Scotsman looking for his lost farthing(laughing)

Lou
Sticky Note
the day the soon "stood still" appears in the bible when the shadow "went back up the steps" in Yasher (Jasher) which encompasses both sides of Genesis

Lou
Sticky Note
Antarctic Ice Caps - happening in the poles movement of 5,800BC



Lou
Sticky Note
Pine Gap is currently one such "pivot point" - and on the other side, where Atlantis once stood









Lou
Sticky Note
they were still "perfect in their generation" and lived very long lives

Lou
Sticky Note
here we have the problem of the true date of Exodus, which was during the eruption of Thera (Santorini) - caused by that passing over of Nemesis - say, around 3600 years since (and we are in I343 at 2019) - so Exodus was AROUND 2250 BC, No one knows the real orbit of Nemesis since it varies each time. PLUS archaeologists are beginning to realize that some kings overlapped each other on the time line and in their place of reign

Lou
Sticky Note
I would argue "without form and void" as I also argue what "firmament" really means



Lou
Sticky Note
tree = magnetic fields in a mechanical tree to assist the ring lord, APPLE as a fruit is quite literally Apple as in modern computers (with time travel - which came first?)

Lou
Sticky Note
Che'rub is a two brained E.N.E. The assistant to Nostradamus in his time gate travels was one of these, as was the one Dan Burisch was treating

Lou
Sticky Note
NAGA is LeMurian

Lou
Sticky Note
eating of the "fruit of knowledge" meant time travelling, and Eve wanted to know the future - as all mothers do

Lou
Sticky Note
ADAM was a giant and lived the long centuries. Lamech, Noahs father was a hybred off worlder)





Lou
Sticky Note
RIB is alkhemical for a PLACE. That being the  RIB of Leo constellation where sits CHERTAN. FLAMING SWORD ditto - means Orion. SERPENT means EnKi. FRUIT means stargate. The Cherubim are part of the Elohim Creator Alliances for The Living Library

Lou
Sticky Note
the glyph for LEG refers to Scheatt in the "leg" of Pegasus - and one of the little blue grays from there stayed a week with Whitley Strieber

Lou
Sticky Note
The Maya were part of the LeMuria underground system



Lou
Sticky Note
to be "asleep" was to not know.



Lou
Sticky Note
In Clay Tablet 10 by Endubsar - it is Ziusudra that is told to build the Ark laboratory - in the Leo Rising deluge. Many times I have begun to research which deluge Adam & Eve belong to. So far, from what I have been reading, they began the human trail in the second deluge - which was a re-set (as they all are) closer to our time







Lou
Sticky Note
in the shaft of Gentenbrink's robot, on the ceiling of that shaft is an astronomical clock which shows constellations (that were in the southern hemisphere) and they date according to modern computer programs to this 9,500BC period. Problem is this. At the Y2K fracas all computers were brought into line to read Jan 1 2000. BUT it was not that date! We are in I343A.D. right now, and the building of the Giza pyramid happened (according to Cayce and Algire) 10,490 to 10,390 BC)Jan 1st 583 pope Gregory had one thousand years added to the fiscal calendar, making it I583.



Lou
Sticky Note
EXACTLY what Jno Cook said in his Saturn Cosmology



Lou
Sticky Note
There are Mayan numerals on the 5th dynasty door lintel in the 19th dynasty tomb of Seti I at Abydos





Lou
Sticky Note
and at this date in July 2019, I am unable to recognize any constellation in my night sky



















Lou
Sticky Note
The TITANS are in underground LeMuria or were, until recently




















